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With the increasing complexity of the systems that men have created or 
have tried to understand, it has appeared that the classic quantitative tools 
are not well adapted. We must take into account the imprecision inherent to 
every modelling of complex systems. On this problem, Zadeh [ 131 stated the 
following principle: “As the complexity of a system increases our ability to 
make precise and yet significant statements about its behaviour diminishes, 
until a threshold is reached beyond which precision and significance become 
almost mutually exclusive characteristics.” For this reason qualitative tools 
have been developed: topological and connected theories, qualitative 
dynamics, etc., and new theories have been built up: fuzzy sets and 
possibility theories. In fact, the modelling problem is a continuity-like one, 
in the sense that it must carry and preserve certain important features of the 
original real world. It is certainly this problem that Thorn has in mind when 
he says that qualitative dynamics “consiste a admettre a priori l’existence 
d’un modele differentiel sous-jacent au processus etudie et, faute de connaitre 
explicitement ce modele, a deduire de la seule supposition de son existence 
des conclusions relatives a la nature des singularitis du processus” [ 121. 
In this paper we generalize the concept of uniform space by defining 
preuniform spaces and a typology on them. At the same time we bring this 
theory together with that of fuzzy sets in order to get a very powerful tool. 
We have used the Zadeh definition of fuzzy sets, but the major part of our 
results can be translated into the case of L-fuzzy sets when L is a complete 
and completely distributive lattice which has universal bounds 0 and 1 and 
for which the representation theorem of Negoita Ralescu holds. For 
expository and space considerations we have preferred to present this work 
in two articles. 
In the first article we begin by giving the definitions and the main results 
of fuzzy preuniform spaces. We give a typology of these structures. We show 
that some properties of fuzzy preuniform spaces are representable but 
generally not all. We give some particular constructions of fuzzy preuniform 
spaces, from a family of fuzzy similarity indexes. When these similarity 
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indexes have values in R, and when they verify a triangular-like inequality 
they are said to be fuzzy ecarts and they are associated with fuzzy uniform 
structures. We establish a natural link between these concepts and the 
concept of fuzzy pretopological space. In the last part we give some 
constructions to endow the family of the fuzzy subsets of a set E with fuzzy 
or classic preuniform structures, from a fuzzy preuniform structure on E. 
Some special cases of preuniform and pretopological structures are uniform 
and toplogical ones and we must quote linked works, for instance, [3-5, 
8, 91. 
The second article will be devoted principally to the construction of 
uniform structures on the family of the fuzzy subsets of a set E. We use 
techniques developed for functional spaces and we see a fuzzy subset of E as 
a particular mapping from the set of the membership degrees to the set of the 
classic subsets of E. In order to obtain suitable results we must see the set of 
the fuzzy subsets of E as the quotient set of a larger family. In this way we 
can use the quotient structure which appears to us to have very interesting 
properties. We particularly study the case where the set E is endowed with a 
classic uniform structure for which E is a locally compact metric and 
separable space. From this we define on the family of the closed fuzzy 
subsets of E the “closed convergence structure” and the “myope topology” 
which have interesting properties. We think that the concept of fuzzy set is 
closer to the concept of subset than to those of element. For this reason we 
think that a suitable concept of continuity for fuzzy mappings must be 
deduced from topological structures built on the family of the fuzzy subsets 
of E. We conclude this part by some applications to the case where E is R’. 
We prove continuity results of the extension of the classic operations and 
show the importance of these structures for fuzzy real analysis. 
Conventions and Notations 
We note g(E) the set of the fuzzy subsets of a set E. Every fuzzy object 
we use are fuzzy in the sense of Zadeh, but our results can be translated 
without difficulty to more general cases, particularly to L fuzzy subsets, in 
the sense of Gogen, for which the representation theorem of Negoita Ralescu 
1 lo] holds. 
When there is a doubt of the fact that we are dealing with a classic or a 
fuzzy object, we underline with - the corresponding symbol if it is 
associated with a classic object. For instance, v(E) is the set of the subsets 
of the set E (not fyzzy), (A), is the y-cut of the ?uzzy set A. We must keep in 
mind that a fuzzy subset A of E is in fact a mapping from E into [0 11, and 
then A(x) will denote the membership degree of x E E to A. 
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I. FUZZY PREUNIFORM STRUCTURES 
(1) Definitions and Main Results 
DEFINITION 1.1. A fuzzy preuniform structure on a set E is a family U 
of fuzzy subsets of E X E which verifies the following assumptions: 
- For every u E U, u(x, x) = 1, so u 16 = {(CC, x) E E x E 1 x E E}. 
- u 3 u E U implies that u is an element of U. 
We will consider the following particular fuzzy preuniform structures: 
-Symmetrical: For every u E U we can assert that u-i, defined by 
u-‘(x,y) = u(v, x), is an element of U. 
-Type D: For every u, u E U we can assert that u n v E U. 
-Type S: For every u E U there is u E U such that u @ v c u, u 0 u 
being defined by (V @ u)(x, y) = supLEE(u(x, z) A u(z, y)). 
A symmetrical fuzzy preuniform structure which is of type D and S is a 
fuzzy uniform structure as defined, for instance, in [8]. About the @ 
operation we know, from representation results, that: 
cu 0 + = n (du),0 (lo),). ycu 
We can compare the fuzzy preuniform structures on E by way of the 
classic set inclusion. We will note U, < U, and say that U, is liner that U, 
when U, c U,. When U, < U, and U, # U, we will note U, < U, and say that 
U, is strictly liner than U, . 
PROPOSITION 1.1 The set of the fuzzy preuniformities on E, endowed 
with the <, relation, is a distributive complete lattice with the operations A 
(inflmum) and V (supremum) defined by: 
-U,VU,={uEExEIuEU,uU,}, 
-U, A U, = {u E E x E 1 u E U, n U,). 
Proof: The proof is obvious because it is a consequence of the structure 
induced by the inclusion on the subsets of a set. 
It is interesting to define the following operations between fuzzy preunifor- 
mities: 
U, 0 U, = (u E E x E / u = u1 U u2, u1 E U,, u2 E U,} 
U, 0 U, = (u E E x E / u = u, f’ u2, u1 E U,, u1 E U,}. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. U, A U,= U,@U,. U, V U,< U, 0 U,, the in- 
equality being generally strict. If U, > U, and if U, is of type D then 
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u, v u, = u, (g u, = u,. When U, and U, are symmetrical then U, A U, , 
U, V U, , U, 0 U, are symmetrical. When U, and U, are of type D then 
U 1 A U, and U 1 0 U, are of type D. When U, and U, are of type S then 
U, V U, and U, 0 U, are of type S. 
Proof: uEU,AU,=+uEUU,, u E U, * 24 E U, @ U,. Conversely, if 
u E U, @ U, then there are ZI E U, and w E U, such that u = u U w. But 
u13v and U=JW*UEU~, U, so u E U, A U, which implies U, @U,< 
U, A U, and proves the equality U, A U, = U, @U,. Let u be in U, V U, and 
let us suppose that u E U,, then u = u n (E x E) proves that u E U, 0 U, so 
u, vu, < u, 0 u,. If u, > u, and U, is of type D then for every u, E U i, 
uZ E U, there is uj E U, such that u3 c u,. u3 nu, E U, proves that ui f? 
u2 E U, and then U, V U, = U, 0 U, = U,. 
The proof of the symmetry is straightforward. 
If U, and U, are of type D then u, ZI E U, A U, G- u E U,, U, and 
vEU,,U,~unvEU,,U,~unvEU,AU,.ThisprovesthatU,AU,is 
of type D. In the same way, if u, u E U, 0 U, then there are u,, v, E U i and 
u,,n2~Uz such that u=u,nu, and ~=v,nu,~un~-=(u,nu,)n 
(v, n vJ = (u, n vi) n (u2 n vJ. But u, n v, E U, and u2 n v2 E U, imply 
that u n v E U, all, and we conclude that U, 0 U, is of type D. 
Let U, and U, be of type S and u E U, V U,. Let us suppose that u E U,, 
then there is u E U, such that v 0 ZJ c u, , this proves that U, V U, is of type 
S. Let us consider ui E U, and u,EU,, then u,nu,E U, au,, by 
assumptions there are vi E U, and v,E U, such that vi @ v, cu, and 
v2 0 v2 c Us. u1 n u2 E U, @ U,, so in order to prove that U, 0 U, is of 
type S we must prove that (vi A v2) @ (u, n v2) c (ui n u,). For classical 
subsets this is clear because (x, y) E $i n yz and (y, z) E pi np2 Z- 
(4 z) (5 -z’I 2 p2 => (x, z) E vi np2. So the inclusion is true for the cuts and 
from the representation theorem we conclude that this is true for fuzzy 
subsets. 
We now define the concept of basis for a fuzzy preuniformity: Let 8 be a 
family of fuzzy subsets of E X E such that for every v E 23 we have 
v(x,x)= 1, this for every xE E. The family U = {u E ‘$(E X E) 1 u 3 u, 
v E B} is a fuzzy preuniformity (the proof is obvious) and 23 is said to be a 
basis for U. When 23 is countable we say that U is countable. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let 23 be a basis for the fuzzy preuniformity U and let 
B* be the family generated by the finite intersections of B terms. Then B* 
generates the fuzzy preuniformity U * which is of type D and if 23 is coun- 
table then B* is countable. 
I f  for every v E B there is w  E 23 such that w  @ w  c v then the fuzzy 
preuniformities generated by 23 and F3* are of type S. 
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If for every u E B there is v E %3 such that v c u ~’ then the fuzzy 
preuniformities generated by 93 and 8* are symmetrical. 
Proof. There is no diffkulty in the proof, so we only detail two points. 
When 8 is countable then 23* is countable because the finite subsets family 
of a countable set is countable. 
If for every v E B there is w E B such that w @ w c v we prove that B* 
verifies the same property. Let U, , u2 be elements of 23, by assumption there 
are v,,v,~B such that v,@v,cu, and v2@vZcu2. Let us consider 
U, n uZ E B* and v, f7 v2 E B*, we have (v, f’ vZ) 0 (v, n vZ) c (vl 0 v,) f? 
(u2 @ v2) c u1 n u2 which proves that B* verifies the same property. 
We now define the continuity of a mapping and the structure induced on a 
fuzzy subset of E. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let (E, U) and (F, B) be fuzzy preuniform spaces andf 
be a mapping from E into F. The mapping f is said to be preuniformly 
continuous (for the fuzzy preuniformities U and g) if and only if for every 
u E 9l the inverse image (f X f )-’ (v) belongs to U. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. If %,93), are some basis for U, ll then the mapping 
f : (E, U) + (A) is preuniformly continuous if and only iffor every v E 8, 
there is u E 8, such that u c (f x f )-’ (v). 
The proof is omitted because it is straightforward. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let f: (E, U) + (F, 3) and g : (F, 9) + (G, 21)) be two 
preuniformly continuous mappings, then the mapping g 0 f : (E, U) + (Gm) is 
so. 
Proof. Forevery wEVl3wehave:(gXg))‘(w)EBandthen((gof)X 
(g"f))-'(w)=(fXf)-'((gXg)-'(w))EU. 
It is possible to define the product of fuzzy preuniform spaces in the same 
way as for uniform spaces and in this case the product of type D, S, 
symmetrical structures, is also, respectively, of type D, S, symmetrical. 
The concept of trace of a fuzzy preuniformity on a fuzzy subset can be 
defined as: 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let (E, U) be a fuzzy preuniform space and A be a 
fuzzy subset of E. We endow A with a structure said fuzzy preuniform trace 
on A, generated by the family U, = {v E ‘p(E X E) ) v = u f7 (A X A), u E U), 
where (A x A)(x, y) = A(x) A A(y). 
(2) Some Building of Fuzzy Preuniform Structures 
A fuzzy preuniformity can be generated by a similarity index 6 with 
values in a set P (a set of proximity values) endowed with a reflexive relation 
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<. With every element (x, y) of E x E we associate 6(x,y) E P and this 
enables us to say that x and y are at least as close as z and t if and only 
if 6(x,y) < 6(z, t). If we assume that there is an element of P noted 0 such 
that 6(x,x) = 0, and Va E P, 0 < a, then the sets ,u,= { (x,y) E E x E 1 
6(x,y) < E), for every E E P and E 4 0, generate a preuniformity (for every E 
we have 6(x, x) = 0 < E and then ,d c g,). In order to treat the fuzzy case we 
can consider that the relation < becomes fuzzy or that the mapping 6 is 
fuzzy (6(x,y) is a fuzzy subset of P). We will consider the second case which 
has richer properties. 
Let 6 be a fuzzy mapping from E X E into (P, <) which verifies: 
VxEE 
G, x)(t) = 
when t=OEP 
when t # 0 
(with 0 < a for every a E P). 
If we interpret 6(x,y) as a possibility distribution [ 141 on the proximity 
degree set P, then we can associate with 6 the fuzzy preuniform structure 
generated by the fuzzy sets u,: 
this for every E E P, E $0. 
It is a fuzzy preuniformity because for every E E P, E 4 0 we have 0 < E and 
then u,(x, x) = poss(b(x, x) < E) = poss(0 < E) = 1 G- U, I> _d. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. If the relation < is transitive and verlj?es: 
for every a, PEP, a#O, p#O there is yEP, y{O such that 
?<a, y<P, 
then the fuzzy preuniformity generated by 6 is of type D. 
ProoJ We consider u, and ug, there is y 4 0 such that y< a and 
y <P 5 poss(&x, Y) < r) < POSS(+, Y) < a>, poss(+,y) <IQ u@, Y) = 
sup,+(b(x, y))(t) < SUP,+(C~(X, y))(t) (this because we assume < transitive), 
and from the same reasons uv(x, y) < SUP~<~ (6(x, y))(t). From this we deduce 
U,(X,Y)G u,(x.Y) A U&Y)+ uy= mu, which proves that the 
corresponding fuzzy preuniformity is of type D. 
When we have a family Giiie, it is easy to build some fuzzy preuniform 
structures by using, for instance, the operations V A 0. 
We now consider more especially the generation of fuzzy uniform 
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structures. We use some real fuzzy ecarts which have properties close to 
those of fuzzy metrics defined in [6] and of stochastic metrics defined in 
1111. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. We assume P = R + and that < is the classical order 
relation on R + . Let 6 be symmetrical (6(x, y) = 6(y, x)), and real 
6:E~E--+R,,such thatforeveryx, 
&XT y>(t) = 
when t = 0 
when t # 0, 
then the fuzzy preuntformity associated with 6 is symmetrical and of type D. 
If 6 verifies the triangular inequality: 
for every x, Y, z poss(b(x, z) < r, + r2) > poss(@, y) < r,) A 
~oss(&y,z)~r~), 
this for every r,, r2 E R + , then the structure associated with 6 is of type S, 
and in this case 6 is said to be a fuzzy ecart. 
Proof. The symmetry is obvious and the fact that the preuniformity is of 
type D is a direct consequence of the preceding proposition. We must prove 
the last part. With the triangular inequality we can write: poss(6(x, z) 6 E) > 
poss(b(x, y) < s/2) A poss(6( y, z) < s/2), which proves that r.4,~ u,,, @ Us, 
and then that the preuniformity is of type S. More precisely 
(UC,, 0 UE,ZPYY) = suPZ(u&, z) A U&Y)), but ~,,(x,z)=Po=@(Jcz)~ 
42) and u,,(z,Y) = POSS(~(Z,Y) < $1. The triangular inequality 
poss(6(x, y) < E) > poss(b(x, z) < s/2) A poss(b(z, y) < e/2) implies that 
u,(x, y) > uE12(x, z) A uti2(z, y), this for every z, and then u, 3 ud2 @ uJz. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let 6Ji,, be a family offuzzy ecarts which verifies the 
assumptions of the preceding proposition. We consider the fuzzy 
preuniformity generated by the finite intersections of the sets ~i,~(u’,,(xy) = 
poss(~S~(x, y) <: ci)), then we can assert that it is a fuzzy uniformity. 
The proof can be easily deduced from the preceding propositions. 
II. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE FUZZY PREUNIFORMITY CUTS 
We will try to find representation results for fuzzy preuniformities. 
Unfortunately we have no general representation result but only some 
aspects, particularly about induced pretopological structures, are represen- 
table. We consider a fuzzy preuniformity U on a set E and we note (U), the 
classical sets family obtained by taking the cuts @),, for every u E LI. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. (ll), defines a fuzzy preunifarmity on E, and we have: 
Yl> Yz* (U>y,> @)yg If u is, respectively, symmetrical, of type D, S, then 
the (ll), are, respectively, symmetrical, of type D, S. 
Proof The first assertion is obvious. If y1 > y2 then for every u E U 
t&)Y, c &)Y,* (lI)Y, & (ll),. The symmetry property is obvious. If U is of 
type D then for every U, v E U we have u fl v E ll and in consequence @QYf? 
(‘J)?= (U ~7 v),E (ll)Y, which proves that (U)Y is of type D. If ll is of type S 
then fozy u E U there is v E U such that v @ v c U, but @),@ @),c 
(v @ v)? c @), and this proves that (II), is of type S. 
- 
The representation problem is then to know if U is completely described 
by the knowledge of its cuts (lI>,. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let ll,lye10 1l be a family of preuniformities on E which 
veriSy Y~ZY~~U~,>JI~. With every sets family uy)ye10 ,,, such that u,,E uy 
and Y~>Y~*.,u~,cB~, we associate the fuzzy set u : u(x, y) = 
sup{ y ) (x, y) E u,}. These fuzzy sets define a fuzzy preuniformity %I on E. 
Zf the llY are, respectively, symmetrical, of type D (this for every y E 10 11) 
then the fuzzy preuniformity 9 is, respectively, symmetrical, of type D. Zf 
Uvlye,oll is such that for every ,u~]~~,~ 1l, which verifies the preceding 
properties, there is a fami!v py(rel,, ,, , which verifies the same properties, and 
such that_v,@gYCuythen9 isoftypes. 
Proof Every u E 9 is associated with a family ~~~~~~~ ,,, which verifies 
the preceding properties. But (x, x) E ,u,, this for every y, and this proves that 
u 3 4. If the U, are symmetrical it is clear that 9 is also symmetrical. We 
now consider the case when the llY are of type D. Let @,jy,la il and ,u,jYe10 ,, 
be two families which generated the fuzzy sets u and v. Then @yfJ_v,)j,,,, ,, 
generates W. But (24, = nycagy, @I>, = f’ly<a~y, so (w>, = nyca Czc,n,vJ = 
cn,,,i4n cn yia yJ = (y), n &), , proves that B is of type D. We now 
prove the last part. Let ~YlyGloll be a family associated with u E 2J), then from 
the assumption there is a family ,u,~,,,,,,, associated with v such that 
~,@y,c_u,. From (A nB)@(A nB)c(A @A)n(B@B) we deduce that 
dv), 0 (-v>, = H7y<&) 0 (ny<aOy) c f&e dv,OPJ = f-l,<&= clu>,, 
which proves that 23 is of type S. 
With a fuzzy preuniformity U we can associate its cuts (IJyIYEIO 1l and 
from these cuts we can build a preuniformity % by the preceding method. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. 23 > U. 
Proof: For every u E U we consider the family @),lp,,, il, this family 
generates u by the preceding method. So u E 23 which proves that 3 > U. It 
is easy to build examples which show that this relation is generally strict. 
When U > ‘D we will say that U is “well representable.” 
409/100/2 14 
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Fuzzy Pretopology Associated with a Fuzzy Preuniformity 
Many mechanisms enable us to associate a fuzzy pretopology [l] with a 
fuzzy preuniformity. We will study one of these mechanisms which is close 
to the classic one and has nice representation properties. Let (E, U) be a 
fuzzy preuniform space, then for every x E E we can build a family of fuzzy 
preneighbourhoods u,(x) lUE,, defined by [v,(x)](y) = u(x, y) (we would have 
an analogous result by taking [u,(x)](y) = u(y, x), but generally different 
when U is not symmetrical). We then build a fuzzy pretopological adherence 
a: 
Another process, equivalent as will be shown, is to consider the cuts (U),and 
to build the corresponding pretopological adherences _a, by: x E _a,(& if and 
only if for every ,u E (U)Y and g,(x) = (y E E / (x, y) E g) we have 
g,(x) f? 4 f 0. Then as had been done in [ I] we generate a fuzzy 
pretopological adherence a’ by: 
[a'(A)](x)= sup{~lxE ay(@>J} 0 (a'(~!>>, = 0 sAdA)& 
Km 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let (E, U) be a fuzzy preuniform space and let a and 
a’ be the fuzzy pretopological adherences we have just described, then a and 
a’ are identical. 
Proof. It is sufficient to remark that the fuzzy preneighbourhoods u”(x) 
generate by their cuts the preneighbourhoods (Us&)), which are identical to 
the preneighbourhoods generated by the preuniformities (U)?. In fact 
(~Jx))~= { y E E ] u(x, y) > y} = { y E E ( (x, y) E (Eo y}. The conclusion is 
obtained by using the representation theorem on fuzzy pretopological spaces. 
From this we deduce: 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let (E, U) be a fuzzy preuntYorm space and let us 
consider the fuzzy pretopology whose adherence is built by: 
where 
(V,(X))(Y) = Z&Y) and rpW = ;z,p B(z). 
We then have: 
- a is a type I fuzzy pretopological adherence. 
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--If U is of type D then a is of type D (a(A U B) = a(A)Ua(B), 
‘JA,B E 13(E)). 
-ZfU is oftype S then a is oftype S (aoa(A)=a(A), VAE?)(E)). 
Proof a is of type Z because it is generated by fuzzy preneighbourhoods 
[ l]. We have shown that if U is of type D, respectively S, then the (ll), are 
of type D, respectively S. If (U), is of type D it is clear that the intersection 
of two preneighbourhoods is also a preneighbourhood and then a is of type 
D. From [I] we deduce that a (a’ f a) is of type D. If U is of type S then for 
every u E U there is u E U such that u @ u c u, so @),@ @), c b),. Then 
for every y E (s(x)),, (w,(y)),c (w~(x))~ which implies [ 1 ] that gy is of - 
- type S and then a is of type S. 
In fact when we are only concerned with the fuzzy pretopological 
structures generated from fuzzy preuniformities we can say that U, and U, 
are equivalent when they have identical cuts. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let (E, U) be a fuzzy untform space, then the fuzzy 
adherence a generated by the preceding method is of type I, D, S and then is 
associated with a fuzzy topology on E. 
The proof is straightforward and is thus omitted. 
We now make a link between the notions of continuity of a mapping for 
fuzzy preuniformities and for the corresponding fuzzy pretopologies. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let f be a mapping from E into F, these sets being endowed 
with fuzzy pretopologies generated by fuzzy preneighbourhoods. We assume 
that for every x E E and every fuzzy preneighbourhood v(y) of y = f (x) in F, 
we can assert that f - ‘(v( y)) is a fuzzy preneighbourhood of x in E. Then f is 
a continuous mapping. 
Proof. Let us note a and b the fuzzy pretopological adherences on E and 
F. We consider a point x E E, y = f (x) E F, and a fuzzy subset B of F. We 
have: [a(f ‘(B))](x) = inf,,,(,, q(f -l(B) ~7 u), where ‘B(x) is the family of 
the fuzzy preneighbourhoods of x and q(A) = supzEE A(z). (f -‘(b(B)))(x) = 
W))(y) = inLacy, d B f? v), where %3(y) is the family of the fuzzy 
preneigbourhoods of y. For every v E 8(y) there is u E ‘B(x), u Cf -l(v), 
which implies that [a(f -‘(B))](x) < [f -‘(b(B))](x) * a(f -l(B)) c 
f -‘(b(B)) and this proves the continuity. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let (E, U) and (F, 9) be two fuzzypreuntform spaces 
and f be a mapping from E into F which is continuous for ll, l.3. Let a, b be 
the fuzzy adherences associated with U and 9. Then f is a continuous 
mapping for the corresponding fuzzy pretopologies (for every A E Q(E) we 
havef(a(A 1) = b(f (A ))). 
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Proof. For every x E E and u E 9, the fuzzy subset w,(y), y =f(x), 
defined by [ wU( y)](z) = v(z, y) is a fuzzy preneighbourhood off(x). From 
the continuity assumption we can assert that u = (fXf)- i (u) E U and then 
Iwu(x>l(z> = ( > u z, x is a fuzzy preneighbourhood of x. We can apply the 
preceding lemma and conclude the proof. 
III. SOME INDUCED STRUCTURES ON THE FUZZY SUBSETS OF A SET E 
In this section we will use the fuzzy preuniform structures in order to 
build some preuniform and pretopological structures (fuzzy or not) on ‘p(E). 
This will enable us to answer many questions about continuity of fuzzy 
mappings, fuzzy real analysis, etc. 
Let U be a fuzzy preuniform structure on E, for every u E U and v E V(E) 
we defined B(u, u) by 
PC4 u>l(x> = v (~(-%YPf 4Y>>* ?/EE 
LEMMA 3.1. Let B(v, u) be defined as before and (u)?, (J), be the y-cuts 
of u and U. We build B(@)y, (u)J= (xE E13yE @),, (x,y) E (g),) and 
define B’(v, u) by IB’(v, u)](x) = sup{y]x E B(b),, (g)J), or what is 
equivalent (B’(u, u)), = nyCa By, (&)J. We can assert that B’(v, u) = 
B(v, u). - 
Proof: We note: 
a = (B’(u, u>](x) = sup{y / x E @(@>y, @),)I 
and 
When xE B(b)?, (@),) we can find z such that U(Z) 2 y and U&Z) > y 
which proves that b > y and then b > a. Conversely, for every y < b we can 
find z0 such that u(zO) > y and U(X, zO) > y, which implies that x E B(@)y, 
($) and a > y. From th is we deduce that a > b. We have the equality 
lB(u, u)l(x)= sup{? (&(x)&n @),+ o}= ]B’(o, n)](x), where (w,(x))(~) = 
u(x,,v). From the representation theorem [ 101 we deduce that the cuts of 
B(% 4 verify: WA % = nyca BWy, (~4,). 
(1) Fuzzy Preuniform Structure Induced on v(E) 
Let U, w be fuzzy subsets of E and u C U, we build B(zJ, u) and B(w, u) 
and we look at how the inclusions B(u, u) ZI w and B(w, u) 1 u are satisfied. 
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We can build a fuzzy subset U* of ‘Q(E) X Q(E) associated with u by using 
a mapping Z which will give us a measure of how a fuzzy set contains 
another one. This function Z induces a fuzzy inclusion relation. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The function Z : ‘Q(E) x Y(E) -+ [ 0 1 ] is associated with 
a fuzzy inclusion relation if it verifies: 
---A 3B=sZ(A,B)= 1, 
- Z(A, B) A Z(B, C) < Z(A, C), transitivity of the fuzzy inclusion. 
From these assumptions we easily deduce that: C 3 A * Z(C, B) > Z(A, B), 
for every B E ‘Q(E). 
The degree of inclusion of both B in A and D in C will be computed as 
Z(A, B) A Z(C, 0). 
We feel that it is natural to define the fuzzy subset U* of Q(E) X v(E) by: 
u*(v, w) = Z(B(v, u), w) A Z(B(w, u), v). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. With every u f? ll we associate a fuzzy subset u* of 
‘p(E) x g(E) by: u*(v, w) = Z(B(v, a), w) A Z(B(w, u), v). The family we 
obtain when u E U generates a fuzzy preuniform structure U* on 13(E), 
which is symmetrical. 
Proof The symmetry is a direct consequence of the definition. In order 
to prove that it is a fuzzy preuniformity we show that u* contains the 
diagonal of 1)(E) x V(E). For every v E ‘p(E) we compute u*(u, v), we have 
B(v, u) 2 cl which proves that Z(B(v, u), v) = 1 and then u*(v, v) = 1. 
We now prove the fundamental fact that with this construction the 
properties of being a type D, respectively S, preuniformity are translated into 
the generated structure on V(E). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Zf U is of type D then the preuniform structure U * on 
7)(E) is also of type D. 
Proof: Let v, w be fuzzy subsets of E and ur, u2 E U. From the 
assumptions there is u3 E U such that u3 c u, 1’7 u2. But B(v, u,) 3 B(v, u3) 
and B(v, u,) 2 B(v, u3) which shows that Z(B(v, u,), w) > Z(B(v, u3), w).... 
We then have: ~f(v, w) < u,yC(v, w), uf(v, w) =x u: c u: n u; and we 
conclude that U* is of type D. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Zf U is of type S then the fuzzy preuniform structure 
U * on Y(E) is of type S when the operation B and the function Z are 
compatible in the following sense: 
Mu, u), B(w, u)>  Z(o, w>, thisfor every v, w E ‘p(E) and u E U. 
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Proof: From the classic case and with a representation tool we easily 
deduce that the operation B has the following properties: 
-For every A, C E Q(E), A 2 C, we have I.?@, u) 3 B(C, u), where 
u E u. 
-For every u, u E U such that u @ v c u we have B(B(A, v), v)c 
B(A, u), where A E ‘p(E). We consider A, C E (Q(E), u, 2) E U such that 
ZI @ v c u, we then have: 
u”(A, C) =Z(B(‘4, u), C) A Z(B(C, u),A) 
(v* @ v”)(A, C) = D;;yEj(u*(A~ D> A v*P, Cl> 
From the compatibility assumption we can write 
and from the transitivity 
Z(B(B(A u), C) > Z(B(B(A v>, VI, ND, VI> A Z(B(Q v>, C> 
> I@(& v), 0) A Z(B(D, v), C), 
from which we deduce 
(u* 0 u”)@, C) GZ(B(B(4 u), u), C) A mqc, v>* u>,A) 
= (v 0 u>* (A, C). 
B(B(A, v), u) c B(A, u) enables us to write 
(v 0 u)” (A, C) < Z(B(A u), C) AZ(B(C, 241, A) = u*c4 Cl, 
so 
(u* @ u*)(A, C) < (v 0 v)” (A, C) < u*@L C) 
G-u*f$Ju*c(u@v)*cu*. 
This proves that U * is also of type S. 
With the use of possibility distributions it is easy to build functions which 
are associated with fuzzy inclusion relations. But the compatibility with the 
operation B is not obvious, and for this reason we believe it is necessary to 
give a practical case. 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Let A. C be fuzzy subsets of E, we consider the 
function 
Zo@,C)=WbI dA),d (,c),l” ill>. 
The function I, is associated with a fuzzy inclusion relation and is 
compatible with the operation B in the sense given in the preceding 
proposition. 
Proof Let us prove the transitivity. Z(A, D) A Z(D, C) = inf({r / (A),$ 
(Q), or (Q),$ (_C),} U { I}) = d, for every a < d we have (A), 1 (Q), and 
CD), = (CL 3 dA 1, = a 5 which implies that inf({Y ( (A),$ (C),} U 
{ 1)) > d. This proves that 
Z&k C> > Z,(A, D) A Z,(D, Cl. 
Let us now suppose that A I B, then @),I (B), for every y E 10 11, and this 
shows that {y ] (A),$ @I),} = 0, and then Z,(A, B) = 1. 
We finally prove the compatibility with the operation B. Let us assume 
that Z,(A, C) = d > 0, the case when d = 0 being obvious. For every y < d we 
have (L!>~~ (C)y, so for every u E U, B(GA),, (B),) 1 B(G),, (Y>,>, 
W&$)y= n,,,B(dA),, (P>,>z (B(C,u)),= fl,<,B((C),, h>,>- So we 
can write inf({Y / (B(A, u)),ti (B(C, uiU { 1)) <d which proves that 
Z,(W, ~1, WC, u)) > i-i? C). - 
(2) Classical Preunijorm Structures Znduced on Y(E) 
There are many ways of associating a preuniform structure on V(E) with 
a fuzzy preuniform structure on E. We will develop some mechanisms and 
make some comparisons between them. 
Mechanism M 1. This mechanism is in fact a particular case of the 
method we exposed earlier. We consider the classic inclusion relation 
associated with the function I,, where 
Z,(A,B)= :, 
when A 2 B 
when A 5B. 
For every uEU we build {(A,C)E’Q(E)X~.J(E)IB(A,~)IC and 
B(C, u) I A}, and these sets generate a preuniformity on Q(E). 
PROPOSITION 3.5. The preuntformity induced on ‘p(E) by the mechanism 
M 1 verifies the following properties: 
- it is symmetrical, 
- tf U is of type D then it is of typel), 
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- if U is of type S then it is of type S, 
- 1j-U is countable then it is countable. 
Proof. This proposition is a particular case of Propositions 3.1-3.3. We 
remark that the compatibility between I, and the operation B comes from 
A 1 C => B(@)y, (-u>J = B((_C),, (_u>J =+ B(4 u) =) B(C, ~1, for every u E u. 
The countability is obvious by construction. 
Mechanisms M2, M3 and the variants M’2 M’3 
Mechanism M2. We consider the sets: 
v(u, Y,, yz,...) = ((4 C> E ‘Q(E) x ‘Q(E) I (B(*))yi = (,c),> 
and (B(Q))Yi 13 (L!)?~, i E 11, 
where I is a finite set and u E U. These sets generate a preuniform structure 
on CD@). 
Mechanism M3. We consider the sets: 
where I is a finite set and ui E U. These sets generate a preuniform structure 
on %(E). 
We remark that if we replace (B(A, u)), by B((.4),, (g),) in the 
mechanisms M2 and M3 we obtain some preuniform structures, and we refer 
to these mechanisms as M’2 and M’3. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. The preuniform structures generated by M2, M3, M’2 
and M’3 are symmetrical. The structures associated with M3 and M’3 are of 
type D. The structures generated by the mechanisms M3, M’3 arefiner than 
those corresponding to M2, M’2, respectively. 
The proof is obvious and is omitted. 
If we consider the type D preuniform structure generated by the finite 
intersections of the sets used in the mechanism M2 we obtain the structure 
associated with M3. From this we deduce: 
PROPOSITION 3.7. If the preuniformity U is of type D then the structures 
generated by M2, respectively M’2, are of type D and are identical to the 
structures generated by M3, respectively M’3. 
If U is of type S the structures generated by M2, M3, M’2, M’3 are of 
type S. 
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ProoJ: For every ui , u2 E U there is uj c U, f-’ u2, uj E II, and we easily 
show that V(u,, yi, yZ ,...) c V(U,, y, ,...) n V(U*, y, ,...) which proves that the 
preuniformity generated by M2 is of type D (the same result holds for M’2). 
In order to show that the mechanisms M2 and M3 generate the same 
structure, when U is of type D, we must prove that every set V(U, , y, , u*, 
y2 2s.. ) is an element of the structure associated with M2. Let u be ni,, Ui, we 
have: u E II and V(v, yi, y2 ,...) c V(U,, y,, u2, yZ ,... ), which proves the result. 
We suppose that U is of type S, for every u E II we can find v E II such 
that v @ u c u. We consider V(v, yi, y2,...), and as in the classic case we 
have V(v, y,, y2 ,...) @ V(v, yl, y2 ,...) c V(u, y,, y2 ,... ). This proves that the 
preuniformities generated by M2, M3 are of type S. The same proof can be 
used for the mechanisms M’2 and M’3. 
Structures Generated by the Cuts (Type M4 Mechanisms) 
Let us assume that we have a family UJyE10 i, of preuniformities, which 
verifies y1 > y2 * IIYI > II?*. In particular, from a fuzzy preuniformity lI we 
can take II, = (II),. We assume that with every y E 10 I] we have associated 
a preuniformity on the classic subsets of E by a mechanism which is 
compatible with the order relation on the preuniformities. With every fuzzy 
subset A we associate the mapping 0, : 10 I] --t V(E) defined by 
E,(y) = (A),. This enables us to use methods developed for functional 
spaces. Generally with I& we will associate, on !@(E), the preuniformity 
generated by the sets ((A, ,C) E ‘p(E) x ‘p(E) ] @(A, g) 3 ,C and B(_C, ,u) 14 }, 
g E U,. For instance, we define the weak preuniformity, also called simple 
convergence structure in the case of uniformities, as the structure generated 
by the finite intersections of the sets ((A, C) E CD(E) X 13(E) / ((_A),, 
G’),) Ey*J, where Y* is an element of I$ (the preuniformity on g(E) 
associated with II,). 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let U be a fuzzy preuniformity on E and we consider 
the family IIy~y~10 rl defined by I&= (ll),. The preun$ormity generated by 
M’3 on Cp(E) is the same as the weak preunformity when l$ is generated bq 
thesets, (~A,_C)E~(E)X~(E)~BGA,_~)~~~~~B(C,_~)~AI,_~EU,. 
Proof. The weak preuniformity on q(E) is generated by the finite inter- 
sections of the sets {(& C> E 9-W) X 13(E) I B(GA>y, u> 1 CC), and 
B(Qy, 11) 1 (A),}. These are exactly the sets which are used in the method 
M’3. 
The weak preuniformity is of great importance, particularly when we 
consider the case where II is a classic uniform structure for which the space 
E is locally compact metric and separable. When we deal with closed fuzzy 
subsets we can associate the structure of the closed convergence with g 
12, 71. In this case we obtain the structure of the closed convergence of the 
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cuts. But, as we will see in an example, this structure is not perhaps very 
adapted for convergence. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. We consider the case E = R and U is the classic uniform 
structure on R. Let AnlnCN be a sequence of fuzzy subsets whose membership 
functions are 
1 - l/n 
A,(x)= o 
when xE I-1 +l] 
when x 6Z (-1 fl], 
and B the fuzzy set 
B(x)= :, 
when xE I-1 +l] 
when x4 [-1 +l]. 
It is clear that for the structure of the closed convergence of the cuts the 
sequence A, doesn’t converge to B. But from the family lim,,,(_A n)y]ye10 iI
we build the fuzzy set M whose membership function is 
M(x)=sup(y]xE ~~I(&),}=B(x). 
For this reason we will try to build structures for which the preceding 
sequence is convergent. 
The Stabilization Method 
We note ‘$z(E) the set whose elements are the functions u * : L 3 ‘p(E) (L 
will be ]O l] or JO 1) i> Q), which verify: for every yl, y2 EL, y, > y2 implies 
u*(y,) c u*(y,). We recall that A E q(E) is completely described by 
63 lyly E IO 11 n Q, and 
we= n w,. 
~~10 1lnQ 
We have the inclusions q(E) c V(E) c ‘$JQ,*2(E) c ‘Q;,(E), where L, = 10 l] 
and L, = 10 l] r\ Q, because the elements of ‘p(E) can be identified with the 
functions U* of ‘Q:*(E) which verify ~*(a) = n y<a u*(y). 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let - be the equivalence relation on va,*(E) defined by 
A* -B* ifand only iffor every a, y E L, a > y we have A*(y) 3 B*(a) and 
B*(y) 3 A*(a). 
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Let !I be the mapping from (p:(E) into V(E) dejined by 
or equivalently by 
[%(A *>l(x> = suPlY E L I x E A *(Y)}. 
We can assert that %(A *) = 9Z(B *) if and only if A * - B *. 
Prooj Let us suppose that A * 7” B *, then there are a, y EL, a > y, such 
that A*(y)&B*(a). But n,,,B*@)=,B*(cr) and n,C,A*(,u)cA*(y)* 
f)wC,A*@)$B*(a), so we deduce that fiwCaA*@)znn,<,B*@)* 
%(A *) # %(B*). 
Let us now suppose that A* -B* and that %(A*) # %(B*). There would 
bexsuchthatx@n,,,A*(y)andxEn,,,B*(y). Wecouldtind~,~<u, 
such that for every y E L, ,U < y < a we would have x CZ B*(y) and 
x @ A *(y). For every yi and yZr iu < y1 < yZ < a, we would have A “(7,) ~5 
B*(y2) * A * + B *, a contradiction. 
The stabilization method lies in seeing the space V(E) as the quotient 
space of Y,*(E) endowed, for instance, with a structure induced by the 
mechanism M4. As we will see this method is very rich and enables us to 
give a positive answer to the convergence problem of Example 3.1. It enables 
us to build, on s(E) (the set of the closed fuzzy subsets of E), structures 
which have properties close to those of the corresponding classic case. 
CONCLUSION 
In this first article we have exposed the main results about the concept of 
fuzzy preuniform space. We have built mechanisms which enable us to 
endow the family of the fuzzy subsets of a set E with fuzzy or classic 
preuniform structures. Some of these mechanisms have just been superficially 
described, principally the stabilization one. 
In a second article we may go on to develop applications of the 
stabilization mechanism, principally to define structures on the family of the 
fuzzy subsets of E which have interesting properties such as compactness. 
For some classes of fuzzy subsets we can, in fact, define topological 
structures which have properties close to the “closed convergence” and to the 
“myope topology.” 
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